Surface Encounters in Macomb Showroom Tours – Step into the Stone-age
see Technology at work
Granite Fabricators combine state-of-the-art manufacturing processes as
they improve the world one surface at a time
Macomb – Surface Encounters in Macomb opens the showroom and proudly
takes customers on a tour to show how they stay ahead of the competition.
Store manager, Sal Dellacasa, explains the manufacturing process and how
automated technology makes a difference in accuracy and precision with laser
measuring alignment to program the diamond-tipped sculpting blades.
Surface Encounters’ process is nothing short of amazing, beginning with the
digital template used to measure the countertop. This technology eliminates
human error while allowing the existing countertop to remain undisturbed until the
new one is ready to install.
Sal conducts showroom tours every Thursday from 2pm to 4pm to explain to
customers how the high-tech automated equipment provides quality results with
a quick turn-around time to guarantee satisfaction and price assurance. “We
have over one million dollars invested in the fabricating equipment,” said
Dellacasa, “Over 95% of granite and stone fabricators are using the technology.
They have employees cutting and shaping the stone with routers and hand tools.
A perfect cut and finish is impossible to attain with humans and hand tools no
matter how experienced the technician is.”
Surface Encounters in Macomb invites the public to visit the showroom and take
a tour. Public tours are not limited to Thursday afternoons; the showroom is
open 7 days a week and someone is always available to lead a tour. Step into
the stone-age and see technology at work. Read more about the process at
http://surface-encounters.blogspot.com/
Surface Encounters is improving the world one surface at a time; their customers
include homeowners, architects, interior designers, kitchen/bath retailers,
builders and remodelers in Wixom and Macomb Michigan. Visit
http://www.surface-encounters.com to learn more.
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